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ABSTRACT 
Given complex numbers (Y,,. , a,,, /?,, , /I,,, what can we say about the 
determinant of A + B, where A (B) is an n X n normal matrix with eigenvalues 
a,, , a,, (p,, , /3,,)? Some partial answers are offered to this question. 
In [7], Helmut Wielandt has considered, and solved, the following prob- 
lem: Given complex numbers (or,. . . , a,,, PI,. . . , p,,, which numbers may 
occur as eigenvalues of A + B, where A and B run over all n X n normal 
matrices with eigenvalues (or,. . , a,, and pr,. . . , p,,, respectively? 
In this work, we shall be concerned with (but not solve) a related 
problem: In the same situation, which numbers may occur as the determinant 
of A+ B? 
To state the problem in full: Keeping (~i,. . . , a, and pi,. . , /3,, fixed and 
letting A and B run over all normal matrices with eigenvalues (~i,. . . , a,, and 
P ,““> p,,, respectively, what region of the plane does det( A + B) describe? 
Call this region A, and write A, = diag( a i, . . , a, ), B, = diag( pi,. . . , p,, ). 
It is obvious that 
A= {det(A,+UB,U*):UE@} 
where 42 is the set of n X n unitary matrices. Since 9 is compact and 
connected, so is A. 
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There are n! points (not necessarily distinct) which trivially belong to A. 
These are the points 
(S,, the symmetric group of degree n). 
A complete description of A is available when (pi, . . . , a,, PI, , . . , & are 
real. In this case, M. Fiedler [2] has proved that 
Since the end points of the interval belong to A, one has in fact 
Aiming at a generalization of Fiedler’s result, G. N. de Oliveira [5] has 
conjectured that, in the general complex case, 
(“conv” stands for convex hull). This conjecture remains so far unsettled. 
We shall present two results concerning A. 
The first is in fact a family of results. It consists essentially of picking 
certain subsets of ?!? and then identifying the subsets of A to which they give 
rise. Of interest in itself, this strategy also dews us to obtain (Theorem 3) a 
sufficient condition on a z, for it to be an interior point of A. 
Given U E 9’/, write for convenience 
d(U)=det(A,+UB,U*). 
Obviously Z, = d(PJ), where PO = [6iotj,], u ES,, are the permutation 
matrices. For 1~ i < j < n and 0 < 8 < 77/2, define the (orthogonal) matrix 
A straightforward computation yields 
d( qj(8)Pz) = cos20.z, +sin20.z,C,j). 
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We then have 
THEOREM 1. Zf u and r differ by a transposition, then the segment 
[- _ ] is contained in A. ,dUl a7 
Note that it does not matter whether a permutation differs from u by a 
transposition on the right or on the left, because of the relation (ij)o = 
a( u ~ ‘( i ) u - ‘( j )). The same observation applies below. 
Next we combine two of these orthogonal matrices. 
Given 0 < 8,8’ < r/2, write cos219 = X, cos20’ = p. We have 
This is not difficult to obtain when the two transpositions (ij) and (kl) are 
disjoint, i.e., when { i, j } n { k, 1) = 0. A heavy computation (whose details 
we omit) shows that it remains true if { i, j } n { k, I } # 0. To assist the 
reader, we note that it suffices to consider the case i = k = 1, j = 2, 1= 3 and 
to take u = identity. It is clearly enough to work with the 3 ~3 upper left 
comers. We have 
and the computation proceeds from this point. 
When (6, 0’) runs over [0,7r/2] x[O, r/2], the quantity (1) describes a 
region which we denote by [z,, z,(~~), z,(~!), z,,~~,,~~~,]. There are several 
possibilities for its shape, depending on the relative positions of those four 
points. Note that it is contained in conv{ z, : u E S, }. We have proved 
THEOREM 2. Zf T and + both differ from u by a transposition, then the 
region [z,, z,, z+, z+,-I,] is contained in A. 
A simple property of regions of the type mentioned in Theorem 2 allows 
us to deduce an important fact about some of the points z,. Indeed, it can be 
shown that, given four points a, b, c, d E C, there exists in the sector defined 
by the segments [a, b] and [a, c] a neighborhood of a contained in 
[a,b,c,d]= {~[~a+(1-~)b]+(1-~)[Ac+(1-h)d]:O~h,~~l}. 
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Applying this to a = z, and each pair b, c of points generated by permuta- 
tions which differ from u by a transposition, and bearing in mind Theorem 2, 
we obtain the result below. 
THEOREMS. Givenz,, consider the points z, generated by permutations 
r which differ from o by a transposition. lf these points do not all lie in a 
half plane determined by a straight line through z,, then .z, is an interior 
point of A. 
We could now go on and combine three or more of the matrices U, j( 8). In 
general the situation will be complicated, but not so if the transpositions 
involved are pairwise disjoint (in the sense above). In that case we would just 
be working (apart from permutations and tails of ones) with direct sums of 
2 x 2 orthogonal matrices. The regions thus obtained will all be contained in 
conv{ z ~ : CT E S, }, because of the following simple observation: 
LEMMA 1. Zf S and T are subsets of a real algebra, then conv S. conv T 
c conv(S.T). 
[Here X-Y means the product (as complexes) of the sets X and Y.] 
We do not know if this approach can be used to prove G. N. de Oliveira’s 
conjecture. We note in passing that the conjecture is known to be true for 
n = 2 (this case, anyway, may be handled with a simple computation), or, 
more generally, when one of the matrices has only two eigenvalues with one 
of them simple. This follows from the fact that, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that one of the p’s, say pr, is zero [because taking A, + /3,Z 
instead of A, and B, - p,Z instead of B, does not change det( A,, + UB,U * ) 
and the z,‘s], together with the truth of the conjecture when one of the 
matrices has rank 1. 
Our other result is of a different character. It has to do with aA, the 
boundary of A. In short, it identifies all outward “corners” of aA (with one 
possible exception). 
LEMMA 2 (e.g. [2]). Let P and Q be n x n complex matrices, with P 
nonsingular. Then, for any E sufficiently small in modulus, 
THEOREM 4. Let 0 z z E aA. Zf, in the neighborhood of z, A is con- 
tained in an angle with vertex at z and measuring less than 71, then z = z, for 
some u ESn. 
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Proof. We have z = det(A, + VB,V*) = det(A, + B,), say. We shall 
show that A, and B, are simultaneously diagonalizable by a unitary similar- 
ity, and for this it is enough to prove that B, commutes with A,, or, 
equivalently, with C = A, + B,. (Note that, since z # 0, C is nonsingular.) 
Suppose B,C # CB,. Then the matrix F = B,C ' - Cp 'B, is nonzero. 
This allows us to choose a skew-hermitian matrix S such that tr( SF) # 0. 
Consider the unitary matrix exp(&) = Z + ES + ~.s2S2 + . . . , where E is real, 
and write Z(E) = d(exp(&)V). 
Then, using Lemma 2, we have (here and below, E is a real number 
sufficiently small in modulus) 
=detC[l+str(SF)]+O(s”) 
= Z + FW + o( F2), 
where w = det C tr( SF) is nonzero. Similarly 
Z( -&)=Z-EW+O(&‘). 
Let 0, denote the measure of the angle defined in A by the segments 
k:zf;bra;;’ E[-. z( - ~11. BY the h ypothesis, there exists (Y < 7~ such that 
F’ 
Put u = Z(E) - z, v = z( - E) - z. We have 
Iu - vja= ]2EW + O(E2) I2 = 4&7W]” + o(&:3). (2) 
On the other hand, by the law of cosines, 
= 4]ew + 0(s2) I’sin 
f 4&ywp + o(&:y 
with s = sin2(a/2) < 1. This contradicts (2) and the proof is complete. w 
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Although we are convinced that there is nothing special about the point 0, 
we have not been able to remove the condition z + 0 from the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4. 
To end our work, we mention the analogy found between the problem we 
have considered and that of describing the set of values of tr(AB) where A 
and B are normal matrices with prescribed eigenvalues. This set, which may 
alternatively be defined as { tr( AJJBJJ * ) : U E @ }, is a kind of generalized 
numerical range and has been, with some variations, the object of some study 
already [1,3]. A certain parallelism exists between the two situations, but 
more is known about this other set than about A. For example, the statement 
corresponding to G. N. de Oliveira’s conjecture is known to be true (see e.g. 
[4]). Also, that set is simply connected, in fact star-shaped [6]. Nothing of the 
kind, to our knowledge, has been proved about A. 
We thank the referee, whose comments led to an improvement in the 
readability of OUT paper. 
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